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1 Introduction
1.1 The BATCOS Project
The BATCOS project is an international three-year project aimed at development and piloting
of several packages of on-line courses. The courses are oriented to training of employees of
small and medium enterprises from European countries. The project is carried out from 2001
to 2003 and funded by European Union under the auspices of pilot projects of the Leonardo
da Vinci II programme. University of West Bohemia in Pilsen, Czech Republic is a
coordinator of the project. Project participants include 21 organisational partners from Czech
Republic, Germany, Italy and United Kingdom. Key partners are represented by University of
West Bohemia in Pilsen, Charles University in Prague, Tomas Bata University in Zlin (all
from the Czech Republic), Universita di Genova (Italy), Berufliche Fortbildungzenter der
Bayerischen Wirtschaft GmbH (Germany) and King’s College London (United Kingdom).
Other significant partners include Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs of the Czech
Republic, Labour Office in Pilsen, Parco Scientifico e Tecnologico della Liguria S.c.p.a.
(Italy) and various small and medium enterprises (SMEs) from Czech Republic, Germany and
Italy. The main objective of the BATCOS project is to design and produce 5 packages of
multimedia on-line courses for training of SME employees. The courses are to be
complemented by off-line multimedia textbooks on CD-ROM.
The project includes development of 33 on-line courses focused on: 1) Information
technology in Business Practice; 2) Information and Communication Networks in Business
Practice; 3) Business administration; 4) Project management and 5) Production processes. The
courses produced are presented in different languages, totalling four: Czech, German, Italian
and English.

1.2 On-line learning and an on-line course
On-line learning is one of computer-based distance learning forms. Neither space nor time
play any significant role here, which is similar to standard distance education. Course
participants may be scattered around the globe, learning at any time of day, still being
involved in educational process coordinated by their tutor. In case of on-line learning, this is
possible through computer network technology. A key tool for the on-line learning is an online course. It contains tools and support instruments for various educational processes
(ranging from self-study to management of education).
From the viewpoint concerning the management and organization of on-line study, the
following five fundamental areas of educational information processing may be identified:
presentation, communication, cooperation, evaluation and course management.
1. Presentation
Subject information may be presented as a text containing various multimedia components.
State-of-the-art multimedia technology permits reproduction of image and sound data and
offers processing of this data at the same time. It is possible to replay a digital video sequence,
an animation or sounds, to move and alter graphic elements, to call defined functions by
means of different controls, etc.
Current research indicates that information visualized as an image, animation or video is more
easily comprehended and remembered than if presented in a textual form.
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2. Communication
Two types of computer-based communication among course participants may be used within
an on-line course. They are synchronous and asynchronous communications. The first one
takes place within unique time. The participants receive their counterparts’ responses
immediately. IT (information technology) support of this communication type is represented
by chat, video- or audio-conferences, whiteboards, and others.
Asynchronous communication takes place at different time instants. A response to one’s
message may arrive in several days. It is because the message is stored at some location,
where the recipient has to collect it and write the response – which may be stored someplace
for a period of time as well. This communication type may be IT-supported through
discussion rooms, e-mail, bulletin boards, etc.
3. Cooperation
During the course, a situation might occur, where participants have to cooperate on some task
or a project. Each of them is responsible for solving their part, while the whole solution is
eventually submitted to the tutor (who might even help the group with solving the task). This
process is supported by IT through so-called document flow systems. These facilitate
exchange of documents, while offering the possibility of setting and changing attributes of
such documents, e.g. completion status, access rights, etc.
4. Evaluation
On-line courses typically feature some kind of evaluation (assessment) tools providing both
course participants and their tutor with appropriate feedback on continuous results of
educational process.
Such tools may include self-tests, quizzes, exams, surveys, etc (further as “tests“). IT support
may be implemented in automatic generation of such tests, delivering the tests to the pertinent
participants at given time, automatic evaluation of results, generation of result statistics,
automatic notification on results and overall study evaluation delivered to participants, etc.
5. Course Management
The tutor may manage the course completely or partially. He or she may define the
composition and order of course activities (study articles, tests, exercises, tests, self-tests,
discussion stimulation, etc). The tutor may also define the access dates, setting the course
schedule in this way. Monitoring and evaluation of study of individual participants is entirely
in his or her hands (through monitoring the number of accesses to courses, checking
participants’ work, monitoring access to results of evaluations, etc). This also provides the
tutor with some information useful for stimulation of and moderating discussions, which he or
she may use for setting the proper focus in participants.
Study plan represents the core of the course. It is an oriented sequence of various educational
activities, such as: study article, task, exercise, test, self-test, survey, discussion. An on-line
course participant proceeds at their own pace and gradually accomplished the assigned study
activities. An example of such study plan is in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1: Example of an on-line course study plan

On-line courses developed in the BATCOS project are implemented, distributed and managed
in the Eden LMS (Learning Management System). An example of as-displayed study article
in the Eden system is shown in Figure 1-2: Study article in the Eden LMS. Figure 1-3: ,
Figure 1-4: and Figure 1-5: contain examples of various on-line course activities
implemented in the Eden LMS.
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Figure 1-2: Study article in the Eden LMS

Figure 1-3: Test questions in the Eden LMS
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Figure 1-4: A task in the Eden LMS

Figure 1-5: Discussion room - a classroom in the Eden LMS
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1.3 Multimedia textbooks
Multimedia textbooks provide the off-line support to the education. Within the BATCOS
project they are used as an additional educational source with the on-line courses. By this
means, participants may study the contents of the courses on CD not requiring the Internet
connection. BATCOS multimedia textbooks contain primarily the complete versions of study
articles from pertinent courses accompanied by multimedia components. Access to individual
articles is mediated by/through an interactive table of contents. The contents were drafted
according to the study plan of the pertinent course. Functional interlinks within the book are
shown in Picture 1-6. Figure 1-7: and 1-8 display some examples of the multimedia textbook
windows.

Course entry
selection of level
and language

Interactive
table of
contents
and menu

Study
articles
Selection
of level

Help

Picture 1-6: Functional interlinks of the multimedia textbook
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Figure 1-7: Interactive table of contents

Figure 1-8: Example of a study article display
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1.4 Importance of multimedia component application in the
BATCOS project courses
There were several reasons for deployment of multimedia components in the framework of
content source for on-line courses and multimedia textbooks, above all:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Improvement in comprehensibility of presented information
Making the information easier to remember
Stimulation of students
Enhancement of interactive level of the courses
…

These goals are aimed at by means of the following main multimedia components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Images and charts
Photographs
Screen images
Animations
Slideshows
Video sequences
Screenshots

These types of components are described and shown in examples in more detail below.
Beside the listed component types the on-line course contents may include:
8. Audio sequences (comments, sounds, music,...)
9. Virtual reality modules
In the BATCOS project, great importance is attached to application of appropriate multimedia
component types. One of the project’s priorities includes their maximum utilization, namely
in those places, where it is justified by the above reasons.
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2 Description of multimedia component integration
Method of application of multimedia component within the BATCOS on-line courses differs
in study articles and other study plan activities.

2.1 Application in study articles
Display of study articles was realized by means of a “split window design” created in the
BATCOS project. Such a structure facilitates simultaneous perception of both the textual and
visual forms of information. The right half of the window contains the text, while the left one
displays corresponding multimedia components.

Figure 2-1: Example of split window design of a study article

The split window design was proposed and selected due to the following main reasons:
1) considerable portion of the educational contents (regardless of the field of topic) can
be visualized in some manner,
2) for majority of students (with some regard to the BATCOS target group) the learning
process is more effective with the aid of information visualization than without it
3) simultaneous display of texts and visualization components is more suitable,
considering certain aspects, than the sequential display.
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Multimedia component bundle can be understood as a set of individual multimedia
components employed in presentation of information regarding the related study article.
Individual multimedia components within the given bundle are called by means of toggles on
the upper bar, see

Figure 2-2: Example of multimedia component bundle

In case the multimedia component is larger than the area provided in the left section of the
window, the bundle offers an enlargement tool for such component – see Figure 2-3: .
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Figure 2-3: Component enlargement tool

Component bundle menu also offers the print function for the displayed component, see
Figure 2-4: . The content of the print depends on the multimedia component type.
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Figure 2-4: Print control of the component

Description of individual functional elements of the multimedia component bundle, which
relate to different multimedia component types can be found below.

2.2 Applications in other activities
Beside study articles, the multimedia components have been employed as integral parts of text in pertinent
study activities. Images, photographs and screen-images have been inserted between text paragraphs, see

Figure 2-5: .
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Figure 2-5: Demonstration of embedding a screenshot in a task statement

Dynamic components such as animations, slideshow, video sequences or screenshots display
upon clicking the appropriate icon. This icon appears in the pertinent location, e.g. in a task
statement, exercise or a test question – see Figure 2-6: .
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Figure 2-6: Illustration of calling a screenshot from a task statement

3 Multimedia component types
3.1 Selection of a multimedia component
Each multimedia component type has unique features making it suitable for certain
application. These must be kept in mind by an author so that the optimum component type is
selected for the given situation. These features have also direct impact upon the knowledge
transfer efficiency in the educational process, which is related to the application of a
component under required condititions. Production of multimedia components is timeconsuming and costly. These are often factors affecting the selection of a component type.
It is also the technology used, including the technical conditions for distribution and
functioning of the component, which predetermine the selection.
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Properties and
possibilities of
a multimedia
component

Selection

Demands of
multimedia
component
production

Image

Technology
and technical
conditions

Requirements on the
multimedia component

Video

Animation

Screen image

Photograph
Audio

Slideshow
Virtual reality

Screenshot
…

Figure 3-1: The factors, which influence the selection of multimedia component type

3.2 Description of multimedia component types utilized in the
BATCOS project
3.2.1 Images, photos, screen-images
This group contains the most frequently used multimedia component types, which can be
found in on-line courses and multimedia textbooks developed in the BATCOS project.
Compared to other component types, these exhibit the advantage of lower costs and time
requirements of their production.
Static display of data in the representatives of this component type might be not only an
additional part of instruction, but may form its cornerstone.
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Figure 3-2: Example of application of a image

Figure 3-3: Application of a photograph
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Figure 3-4: Example of screen-image application

3.2.2 Animations
Animations feature dynamic visualization of the course content data. They are powerful tools
for transfer of knowledge on any process. They may be applied to instruction in majority of
specialized topics.
Efficiency of knowledge transfer by means of an animation strongly depends on the selected
visualization method and functioning of animation controls.
Production of animations requires more time, higher costs and greater skills than production
of images. Technical processing of animations is typically performed by the multimedia
component producer. Design and production of animations is thus an interactive process
taking place between the multimedia component produced and the author of the course
contents.
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Figure 3-5: Example of a study article with at least one animation

As said above, control elements of the animation represent its important part. Control of
animations in multimedia component bundles developed for the BATCOS courses is
implemented in button bars, an example of which is highlighted in the Figure 3-6: . Functions
of animation control buttons are shown in Figure 3-7: Functions of animation control buttons .

Figure 3-6: Animation control buttons
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- go to animation beginning
- play animation
- pause animation
- stop animation
- go to animation end
Figure 3-7: Functions of animation control buttons

Visualization of actions on the computer screen represents a special case of animation. It may
be realized either as a special-recorded video sequence (see Screenshots) or as an animation.
Both types feature smooth display of screen states and their transitions. The animation,
however, permits insertion of interactive and additional visualization elements into the
screenshot sequences. The price for this is higher time consumption and cost of its generation.
Technical requirements of the animation-type display of series of screenshots (mainly the
network throughput and computer performance) is lower than is the case with pure
screenshots.

Figure 3-8: Animation of a sequence of screen-actions
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3.2.3 Slideshows
A slideshow is a multimedia component consisting in a sequence of discrete images (slides).
Slideshow is either manually or automatically displayed as a sequence of these images. This
type of presentation is well known due to its implementation in the MS Power Point
programme.
Slideshows are suitable in such situations, which require presentation of a logical sequence of
discrete steps, states, etc. Discrete form (or partial discrete form) of individual slides permits
direct access to the individual slides.
Slideshows are not well suited to demonstration of continuous processes, contrary to
animations. Production of slideshows is typically less time-consuming and less costly than
creation of animations. It is because definition and implementation of continuous processes
and transitions is not necessary here.

Figure 3-9: Example of application of slideshow in a study article

Control of slideshows in multimedia component bundles developed for the BATCOS courses
is implemented by means of button bars, an example of which is highlighted in the Figure
3-10: . Functions of individual control buttons are shown in the Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-10: Slideshow control buttons

- go to slideshow beginning
- previous slide
- run the slideshow
- pause
- stop the slideshow
- next slide
- go to slideshow end
Figure 3-11: Functions of slideshow control buttons

Animated slideshow is a special type of slideshow. It employs continuous animations in its
individual slides. The resulting slideshow may feature either a discrete sequence of several
continuous animations or animation-visualized screen actions.
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Figure 3-12: Animated slideshow

3.2.4 Video sequences
Video sequences provide for transfer of visualization data of a real situation. They are suitable
for such presenations, which require higher degree of perception of the phenomena, or for
situations, which preclude or make the utilization of animations extremely difficult, or for
cases, when the instruction requires commentary by a person (group of persons), which
should be visualized for a specific reason, etc.
Interactivity of the video sequences is restricted to winding the sequence forward or
incrementing. In its fundamental form it does not permit incorporation of interactive features
into individual objects of the sequence.
Production of video sequences is both time-consuming and costly. They also require more
powerful technical equipment than vector animations.
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Figure 3-13: Example of an instruction video

Display and control of video sequences in the multimedia component bundles developed for
the BATCOS project online courses (and other activities, such as tasks, exercises, etc.) is
facilitated by an associated video player. It can be started by clicking the pertinent videocomponent icon. The control of the video sequence is executed by means of control elements
of this player.
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Figure 3-14: Initiation and playing the video sequence from an exercise

3.2.5 Screenshots
Screenshots exhibit the same technical background as videos, but their content only displays
screen actions. Hence, the screenshots display the appearance of certain actions on the screen
of the computer. These actions, while being captured, have taken place on the screen, induced
by some processes. Screenshots thus represent a variation on the sreen actions represented as
animations, with significantly reduced potential for interactive features due to video
properties. Advantages of deployment of screenshots over animations of computer screen
actions include, above all, lower time consumption and lower costs of their production.
Disadvantages include especially higher technical requirements for screenshots distribution
and functioning based on video sequence formats properties. Lower image quality could be
considered as a screenshot disadvantage too.
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Figure 3-15: Example of application of a screenshot in a study article

An alternative solution to multimedia components featuring visualization of computer screen
actions is production of vector animations. Those can be prepared by capturing the computer
screen actions as screnshots and partial vector interpretation of captured data. This combines
advantages of easier component production and lower requirements on performance of
technical environment for distribution and operation of the component. Vector animation also
exhibits higher quality of imaging than the standard screenshots.
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4 Production of multimedia components, the component
bundles and presentation windows for the study articles
4.1 Methodological traceability
Preparation of text contents of an on-line course, production of multimedia components
(including their bundles), reviews, modifications and implementation represent the key blocks
of development activities. These were preceded by analytical and design stages of the project
of on-line course development, and followed by testing and evaluation stages.

Analytical
stage

…

Design stage

…

Development
stage

Preparation of textual content
Multimedia component production
Reviews and modifications
…

Implementation
stage

Implementation
…

Testing stage
…

Evaluation
stage

Figure 4-1: Multimedia component production substage as a part of development methodology
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Authoring of BATCOS courses included preparation of educational texts for individual
activities of courses and design of related multimedia components. Authors of courses were
advised not to develop the multimedia components themselves, due to lacking knowledge and
proficiency in this area and due to requirement of the project team to maintain uniform
graphic style and control elements. A special project team was assigned responsibility for this
production. Course authors created mere proposals of pertinent multimedia components by
means of special templates upon consulting an expert.
Methodological substage of multimedia component production includes both the production
of the components and bundles (for all course activities) and the assembly of study articles
and pertinent bundles to form the presentation windows (split windows of the study articles).
Proposals of multimedia components generated by individual authors are studied by the
multimedia component producer, who converts their content into their final form including
the bundles. Complex proposals require cyclic interactions between the author and the
producer. Upon generation of pertinent bundles of multimedia components and their approval
by the author, the study articles, as well as their relative bundles, are incorporated in the
presentation windows of the study articles.

4.2 Characterization of production of individual multimedia
component types
4.2.1 Images, photographs, screen-images
Sources
Source data formats may include:
o text caption of the picture – according to template,
o the author submits completely finished image, photograph or screen-images.
Brief description of the process
1. generation or optimization of the image according to the description by author,
same for a photo or a screen-image,
2. preparation of captions for the image, chart, photograph or a screen-image,
3. saving in a proper format.
Types of applied tools
Vector graphics editors, bitmap graphics editors
Result
o image (chart, photograph, screen-image) size is limited to 490 by 440,
o vector images saved in .wmf, .cdr, .png, .psd formats.
o bitmap images represented as:
§ charts: .gif, .png, .psd.
§ others: .jpg, .png, .psd.
o images with captions possess the .png, .psd formats.
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Figure 4-2: Example of a photograph with caption

Figure 4-3: Example of a screen-image
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4.2.2 Animations
Sources
o structures and formats of the source data may be divided into two groups:
a) if there is an original animation in a different format, it is used as a
pattern for preparation of animation – “different format” may include
a videotape, different presentation software,...
b) if there is no original animation in any other format, it must be
described in accord with prescribed methods,
c) according to template.
Brief description of the process
§ understanding the animation design,
§ generation of static components,
§ generation of animation dynamics,
§ several iteration steps involving the animation submitter –
proofreading,
§ finalization of animation.
Applied tool types
Graphics editors, sound editors, video sequence editors, animation generation system
Result
o finalized animation sized 490x440,
o animations in the .swf format.

Figure 4-4: Example of an animation component
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4.2.3 Slideshow
Sources
o source and data formats are of image types (photographs, screen-images or
charts), which will be displayed sequentially,
o design of a template by means of a word processor.
Brief description of the process
1) processing of individual images, charts, photographs or screen-images,
2) finalization to achieve the proposed form,
3) activation of the control elements.
Types of applied tools
Graphics editors (vector, bitmap based), animation tool or a sound editor
Result
o processed images, charts, photographs or screenshots (examples of formats:
.jpg, .gif., …) sized 490x400
o slideshow in the .swf format.

Figure 4-5: Slideshow example
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4.2.4 Video sequence
Sources
o either a pre-processed video sequence in an analogue or digital format or
description – screenplay – of the future filmed scene,
Brief description of the process
1) filming the video sequence by means of a video camera,
2) conversion of the video sequence to the digital form,
3) editing the video sequence according to instructions,
4) conversion of the video by means of a required codec, which is suitable for
Internet presentation
Types of applied tools
Video sequence editor, sound editor
Result
o video sequences of different sizes – opens in a new window (or a user-defined
video player)

4.2.5 Screenshot
Sources
o description – screnplay – of the future captured action,
Brief description of the process
1) description of the scenes by means of captured computer screens and
description of the screen actions,
2) conversion of the screen video to digital form,
3) editing the video according to instructions,
4) conversion of the video by means of a required codec, which is suitable for
Internet presentation
Types of applied tools
Capture software, video sequence editor
Result
o video sequences of different sizes – opens in a new window (or a user-defined
video player)
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Figure 4-6: Screenshot example

4.3 Characterization of production of multimedia component
bundles
Sources
o individual components to be included in the bundle,
o description of the final bundle.
Brief description of the process
1) preparation of all multimedia components – see 4.2,
2) assembly of multimedia components to form one bundle,
3) testing of the bundle.
Types of applied tools
Animation tools
Result
o final bundle in the .swf format sized 500x512 (defined by the split screen),
o final bundle contains toggles for switching between individual components,
print and zoom buttons for images, charts or photographs.
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4.4 Characterization of production of presentation windows for the
study articles
Sources
o author’s text template serves as source data
o Module Schedule template as a source data for the module structure
Brief description of the process
o preparation and adaptation of the Schedule
o generation of the empty course module
o conversion of individual study articles into the .html format
Types of applied tools
Word processor for the Schedule adaptations, application generation software, html
code editor
Result
o the output is represented by the whole module, which is structured as follows:
§ initial file with links of the course module – nazev.htm
§ individual study units in directories
§ each directory containing the following html files:
• default.htm – calls the html files (text.htm and obr.htm) to the
frames
• text.htm – right half of the presentation window – actual study
text,
• obr.htm – left half of the presentation window – multimedia
component.

Figure 4-7: Initial file with links of the course module
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Figure 4-8: Example of a presentation window

5 Conclusion
Descriptions of particular multimedia components functionalities, components bundles,
structure and design of presentation windows and especially description of particular
multimedia components creation are related to the BATCOS on-line courses and the
conditions of their development. This handbook describes only one variant of the set of
activities related to multimedia components. Project evaluation activities indicated suitability
of described solutions especially by the positive reaction of user testing group included in
particular on-line courses. Information described in this handbook can be perceived as a
source of inspirations of incorporation of multimedia components into the content of on-line
courses or other e-Learning tools.
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